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1. PREAMBLE 
Let n = a. b, where (a, b) = 1. We shall show that GLJPGL, is stably 
birational to GL,z/PGL, x GL,2 JPGL,. 
By the work of Procesi [3] and Formanek [2] we know that 
GLJPGL, is rational for n = 2, 3, and 4. From the recent results of 
Bessenrodt and Le Bruyn [l] it is stably rational for n = 5 or 7; it follows 
that it is stably rational for n dividing 420. The first case for which stable 
rationality remains unknown is n = 8. 
Saltman [4] showed that GLJPGL, is retract rational for p a prime. It 
follows from the main result of this paper that GL,l/PGL, is retract 
rational provided n is either squarefree or twice a squarefree number (using 
the known fact that GLJPGL, is rational). However, Saltman’s method 
of proving retract rationality was already good enough to show retract 
rationality in these cases although it remains unstated there. 
The idea of the proof is that the field of matrix invariants for GL, is the 
centre of the generic division algebra of index n, and that this decomposes 
as the tensor product of division algebras of indices a and b. Since 
PGL, x PGL, is the subgroup of PGL, that stabilizes a particular 
isomorphism M,(k) G M,(k) 0 M,(k), we should expect this to allow us a 
reduction of group argument from PGL, to PGL, x PGL,. 
Thus we show that the natural map 
GL,z J(PGLO x PGLb) -+ GL,zjPGLn (1) 
has a stably rational generic libre. The final step is an application of the 
so-called no-name lemma which shows that GLJ(PGL, x PGLb) is stably 
birational to GLJPGL, x GL,lIPGL,. 
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2. THE PROOF 
2.1. Let n = a. h, where (a, b) = 1. Fix an isomorphism k” z k“@kh. 
Then this fixes an isomorphism M,,(k) z M,(k)@M,(k); it fixes an 
embedding 
(GLz(k) x GL,(k))lk* 4 GL(k)> (2) 
where k* 4 GL,(k) x GL,(k) by x + (x, xP’); and it fixes an embedding 
PGL,(k) x PGL,(k) cj PGL,(k). 
The particular copy of PGL,(k) x PGL,(k) is the subgroup of the 
automorphisms of M,(k) that fixes the given copies of M,(k) and M,(k) in 
M,(k). 
PGL,(k) embeds in GL,l(k) as the group of automorphisms of M,(k). So 
we have the inclusions of groups 
PGL,(k) x PGL,(k) ci PGL,(k) CT GL,z(k). (3) 
For ease of language from now on, we shall use scheme theoretic 
terminology: thus the given inclusions of groups are inclusions of group 
schemes over Spec(k), 
PGL, x PGL, 4 PGL, 4 GL,z. (4) 
We have the induced map of homogeneous spaces, 
GL,z/(PGL, x PGL,) --t GLJPGL,. (5) 
2.2. We determine the L-points of the schemes in the above map for a 
field kc L. Let kc L c L, where L is an algebraic closure of L. 
An L-point of GL,z is a basis of M,(L). Therefore, an L-point of 
GL,z/PGL, is an equivalence class of bases of M,(L), where two bases are 
equivalent if and only if they are conjugate. 
An L-point of GL,zf(PGL, x PGL,) determines an L-point of GL,j/PGL, 
and hence an equivalence class of bases of M,(L); in addition it determines 
a pair of centralizing subalgebras M,(E), M,(L) c M,(E). Conversely, 
given an equivalence class of bases of M,(L), and a pair of centralizing 
subalgebras M,(L), M,(E)c M,(L), we determine a unique point of 
GL,z/(PGL, x PGL,) because the equivalence classes of bases determine a 
copy of PGL, x PGL, as the stabilizer in PGL,. 
Descent theory shows that an L-point of GL,zIPGL, determines an 
equivalence of bases of some central simple L-algebra S of index n 
where equivalence is via conjugacy by F/L*, In turn, an L-point of 
GL,z/(PGL, x PGL,) determines an equivalence of bases of a central 
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simple L-algebra S and a pair of central simple centralizing L-subalgebras 
S,, Sb c S of indices c1 and b, respectively. One should note that S, deter- 
mines S, as its centralizer in S and vice versa. 
2.3. We clarify the foregoing section by describing certain sheaves of 
Azumaya algebras that live on the homogeneous spaces described there. 
The first sheaf of Azumaya algebras is 
M, x PGLn GL,2 + GL,2 JPGL,. (6) 
Since PGL, is a reductive group, GL,2/PGL, is an shine scheme and the 
Azumaya algebra over its coordinate ring is the ring of PGL,-equivariant 
maps from GL,2 to M,(k). We call it A, and its centre C,, the coordinate 
ring of GL,2/PGL,. 
The natural inclusion GL,2 c 1I4,(k)“~ is PGL,-equivariant and so we 
may identify this Azumaya algebra with the trace ring of the ring of n2 
generic n by n matrices localized at the discriminant of the n2 matrices. 
A point of GL,2/PGL, in a field L determines a central simple L-algebra 
L Oc, A, and the images of the n2 generic matrices give a basis of 
LO, An. 
We make two other Azumaya algebras 
M xPGLnx PGLb GL,2 + GL,2/(PGL, x PGL,) 
~1 x PGL, x PGLb GL,2 + GL,2/(PGL, x PGL,), 
(7) 
(8) 
where PGL, acts trivially on M, and PGL, acts trivially on Mb. 
Let Cn,n,b be the coordinate ring of the affine scheme 
GL,2I(PGL, x PGL,), then the Azumaya algebra will be denoted by A,, 
and 4, respectively. 
Since PGL, x PGLb is the stabilizer of the fixed pair of centralizing 
subalgebras M,(k), M,(k) c M,(k), we deduce that A, @I=, C,,+z 
An,aQc,,~An,b and that this is a universal splitting of A, as a tensor 
product’ of Azumaya algebras of indices a and b on a scheme over 
Spec( C,) = GL,2/PGL,. 
2.4. Let L, be the function field of the generic point q of GL,2fPGL,. 
Let D, be the division algebra over L, determined by this point. By the 
discussion in the foregoing section, it is the generic division algebra of 
index n on n2 generators; these n2 generators give the basis of D, deter- 
mined by this point. 
We fix a pair of centralizing division subalgebras D,,, D,,, c D, of 
indices a and b. 
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We wish to determine the fibre of 
GL,,zI(PGL, x PGL,) + GLJPGL,, (9) 
above q. If there is an L’-point of GLzI(PGL, x PGL,) lying above q, this 
gives an embedding and hence the corresponding central simple algebra 
D,OL, L’ with the same basis as given for D,. 
In addition, we have a pair of central simple centralizing subalgebras S,, 
Sb c DnOL, L’ of indices a and 6, respectively. It follows that S, is 
conjugate to D,,,@ L’ c D, 0 L’ and S, must be conjugate by the same 
argument to D,,, @ L’. Hence, the libre above ye is the homogeneous space 
PD,*I(PD;., x PDn*,hh 
where PD* = D*/C*, where C is the centre of D. 
(10) 
2.5. We show that PD,*/(PD& x PDZ,) is stably rational. 
To remove subscripts from the discussion, we consider P(D @ E)*/ 
(PD* x PE*), where D, E are central division L-algebras of indices a 
and b, respectively, where (a, b) = 1. 
We have a principal PD* x PE*-bundle in the faithfully flat topology, 
P(D@ E)* + P(D@ E)/(PD* x PE*). (11) 
Principal G-bundles in the faithfully flat topology are clasilied by 
H&(X, G). However, since PD* x PE* is the group of automorphisms of 
D@ E that preserve the distinguished pair of centralizing subalgebras D, 
E c D @ E, H&(X, G) also clasilies sheaves of Azumaya algebras of index 
ab with a distinguished pair of centralizing Azumaya subalgebras of indices 
a and b, respectively. 
In our case, the particular sheaf of Azumaya algebras over the base space 
P(D@ E)*/PD* x PE* is 
P(D@E)x~~‘“~~’ (D @ E) + P(D @ E)*/PD* x PE*. (12) 
Since the action of PD* x PE* on D @ E extends to an action of 
P(D @ E)*, this is isomorphic to the constant sheaf of Azumaya algebras 
P(D@E)*/(PD*xPE*)x(D@E) (13) 
becauseG~~VN=GjHxVby(g,u)-+(gH,gu). 
However, the centralizing Azumaya subalgebras are not constant; they 
are the sheaves 
P(D@ E) xPD*XPE* D + P(D@ E)*/PD* x PE* (14) 
P(D@E)*xPDaXPE* E -+ P(D@ E)*/PD* x PE*. (15) 
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Let X= P(D @ E)*/PD* x PE*. Let x E X in the Zariski topology and let 
0 be the local ring of X at X. Then, the Azumaya algebra of index ab 
atx.G is (DO E)@O X,X and we have some embedding of centralizing 
Azumaya algebras A,, A, into (D @ E) 0 OX,X of indices a and b, respec- 
tively. However, since a and b are coprime the classes of A, and A, are 
uniquely determined: so A, - DO O,,, and A, - E@ O,,. Since all 
projectives are free over OX,X, we have A,e’D@ OX,X, A,= EQ OX,X, and 
the given pair (A,, A,)c (D@E)@O,, is conjugate to the original pair 
(D 0 0x,x, EQO,,)~(DQE)QOx,,. It follows that the particular class 
in H,:f(X, PD* x PE*) is split in the Zariski topology. 
Hence, our principal PD* x PE*-bundle 
P(D@ E)* + P(D@ E)*/(PD* x PE*) (16) 
is split in the Zariski topology. It follows that P(D @ E)* is birational to 
(P(D @ E)*/PD* x PE*) x PD* x PE*. 
Since P(D@ E)*, PD* and PE* are rational, P(D@ E)*/(PD* x PE*) is 
stably rational. 
2.6. As remarked before, (D@E)*/G is P(D@E)*/(PD* x PE*). 
Returning to our previous notation we see that the generic libre of 
GL,zI(PGL, x PGLJ + GL,z/PGL, (171 
which is PD,*/(PDz,, x PDz,,b) is stably rational. 
Hence, GL,p/(PGL, x PGL,) and GL,z/PGL,, are stably rational. By the 
no-name lemma we deduce that GL,2/(PGL, x PGL,) is stably birational 
to GL,IIPGL, x GL,zJPGLb since CL,,>(k) is an open subset of the 
representation M,z(k)“‘, and GL,z(k) x CL&k) is an open subset of the 
representation M,(k)“2 0 M,(k)bz for the group PGL,(k) x PGL,(k) which 
acts generically fixed point freely in both cases. 
Thus, GL,z/PGL, is stably birational to CL,2 jPGL, x GLQIPGL,. 
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